IS YOUR VENUE READY TO HOST MULTIPOD MEETINGS?

IACC Approved Supplier, Electro-Media (EMD) provides technology consulting services tailored to the needs of IACC member facilities, globally.

The ability to host and support hybrid meetings will be a high priority need in the short-term and will continue to be a component of meetings and events well into the future. Partnering with IACC, EMD has committed to supporting the IACC MultiPOD initiative to lead the industry in providing venues that meet this requirement.

IACC members can engage EMD for your Roadmap to Ready and save time and money while ensuring you are prepared to provide a best-in-class experience for your customers. EMD’s process includes the following services to IACC member venues:

- **On-Site Survey** of the meeting space event technology systems and infrastructure in event spaces appropriate for use in MultiPOD events. Analysis includes both the room environment as well as the technology to support hybrid and MultiPOD meetings:
  - Sound Systems
  - Video Display/Projection
  - Cameras
  - Lighting and Dimming Systems
  - Dedicated Wired and Wireless Bandwidth Requirements
  - Acoustics

- **Technology Survey Roadmap Report** includes an evaluation of the readiness of existing systems to support hybrid events and what elements are needed to meet the requirements as outlined in the MultiPOD Pledge.
  - Recommendations as appropriate to ensure the physical spaces enhance rather than impede the technology systems
  - Existing technology system evaluation; recommendations for refurbishment/repairs
  - Supplemental equipment recommendations; built-in and portable
  - Budget estimates for recommended work and equipment

- **Design and Project Management** to keep the work on time and on budget and ensure the venue has not only the correct equipment, but also the training and support to provide an exceptional meeting experience.
  - Create documentation and drawings for venue team to solicit competitive bids for equipment and integration
  - Respond to bidder inquiries; review proposed changes or substitutions
  - Test and commission completed systems
  - Train venue staff on proper setup and operation
Electro-Media Design is an independent technology consultation practice, specialising in the meeting environment. As an industry leader, we have focused on meeting space audiovisual and technology systems and acoustics to enhance the overall meeting experience in facilities of all types and sizes. EMD do not sell or install equipment and have no financial stake in making recommendations that are not in your venue’s best interest. From systems design to event delivery our consultation and support offerings are dedicated to one result: Better Meetings for your customers.

To discuss building your Roadmap to Ready, please contact:

Eric Bracht, Sr. Consultant | +1 (301) 355-5050 x 101 | ebracht@electro-media.com